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Guide to Finding the Best Call Center Outsourcing
Companies Located in United States of America

Call centers have a pivotal role in the operations of a business. As call centers can be the
difference between the success and failure of a company, they need to be managed with great
care. However, most businessmen, especially the ones with limited funds find it hard to run
full-fledged call center operations. Moreover, companies based in countries like the United
States of America, where cost of real-estate is relatively high, starting a call center operation is
really expensive. This is why, it won’t be a bad idea to employ the services of call center
outsourcing companies located in United States of America.

Finding Call Centers Outsourcing Located in United States of
America

The United States of America is a country blessed with the latest technology. It is far superior
than any other country when it comes to access to the latest tech. However, when you are
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looking for a call center outsourcing company, you should be careful in choosing your
partner that runs your customer care operations. Some of the things to look for in an
outsourcing company running its operations from the US are listed below:

1. Price point – A company that runs it operations solely from the US will ask for more
money when compared with a company that has its centers based in other developing
countries like India. The main reason for the difference in cost is due to the additional
spending made by exclusive American company on infrastructure and real-estate. On the
other hand, a company with a partial spread of operations in India will have on-par skills
but considerably low running costs. This is why; it makes good business sense to choose
a company with hybrid operations (half Indian, half American) over a company with
complete base in the US.

2. Perennial supply of workforce – A call center is only as good as the employees it has.
In the US, the supply of call center employees is considerably lower than in a country like
India. For businesses looking to maintain the quality of their operations for a long time,
call centers outsourcing located in United States of America that has some of its call
center branches in India, is a much better choice.

3. Diverse skills – The skillset of employees in companies like Vcare (located in Seattle
with some call centers in India) is vast. Employees that work here have long-term
experience in the field and can adapt to any business requirement. So, always select a
company that can offer you something extra in terms of skillset, which is essential for
enhancing the quality of call center operations.

Summary
Not a long time ago, vanity used to play a major role in the selection process for outsourcing
call centers. Hence, companies used to choose call center outsourcing companies located
in United States of America that had all their branches located in the US. However, now
businesses have realized the true potential of companies that have their branches in
developing countries. Outsourcing to such a company not only lets you exploit the diverse
skillset of the employees, it also helps you in making profit from the currency exchange rate.
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